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The validity of the discrete nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation and related semi-classical transport equations is
studied with the help of an exact calculation of the spin-boson system in the experimentally relevant context of
the fluorescence depolarization of stick dimers. The consequences of an initial excitation corresponding to
low-energy dynamics are investigated. A number of features are found including the sensitive role of the
polarization angle of incident light in determining the regimes of validity. Our earlier finding that the semi-
classical approximation improves in validity in a well defined ‘‘massive oscillator’’ limit involving small
phonon frequency is borne out. In the opposite limit of large phonon frequency, the semiclassical approxima-
tion and the discrete nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation are found to coincide with each other but to differ
significantly from the exact evolution.

Strong interactions of quasiparticles such as electronic ex-
citations with vibrations pose a fundamental problem which
is of interest in many systems.1–3 Semiclassical approxima-
tions including the discrete nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
~DNLSE! have been often used for the description of these
systems.4–9 Questions concerning the validity of the semi-
classical approximation have been raised10–13 and serious
doubts have been cast on the effects that the semiclassical
approximation and the DNLSE have predicted.10–12We have
recently reported on the validity of the semiclassical approxi-
mation as applied specifically to a dimer interacting with one
mode of vibration14,15 and identified a well-defined limit in
which the semiclassical approximation is an exact outcome
of the fully quantum evolution. In the present paper, we in-
vestigate the validity of the consequences of the DNLSE and
what is termedthe semiclassical approximation~SCA! ~Ref.
16! in the context of a specific experimental observable, viz.,
fluorescence depolarization.

That fluorescence depolarization provides an excellent ex-
perimental tool for probing the nonlinear transport of excita-
tions in interaction with vibrations has been shown clearly in
a recent report17 in which the basic observable, viz., the de-
gree of fluorescence depolarizationf has been calculated for
a variety of~nonlinear! transport equations ranging from the
simple linear limit to one involving thermal fluctuations and
dissipation. For details we refer the reader to Ref. 17. The
fundamental ideas and expressions are as follows. The sys-
tem is a collection of ‘‘stick dimers’’ which consist of poly-
L-proline oligomers of controllable length that are used to
separate ana-naphthyl group at the carboxyl end~the donor!
from the dansyl group at the imino end~the acceptor!.16–21

Polarized light is used to create electronic excitations in the
system and the depolarization of emitted light is studied. See
Fig. 1. The basic time-resolved observablef (t) is given by

f ~ t !5@ I i~ t !2I'~ t !#/@ I i~ t !1I'~ t !#5p cos2f1r sin2f,
~1!

whereI i(t) and I'(t) are the differential photon count rates
parallel and perpendicular to the direction of the incident
light polarization,f is the angle made by the polarization of
the incident light with the induced dipole moment on mol-
ecule 1, the induced dipole moments on the two molecules
are assumed to be mutually perpendicular for simplicity, and
p and r are two of the three density matrix elements of the
excitation in the basis of the sites~1,2! of the dimer:

p5r112r22; q5 i ~r122r21!; r5r121r21. ~2!

The dimer is represented by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ5Vr̂1\gv ŷp̂1
1

2
\v~ ŷ21p̂y

2!, ~3!

where the quasiparticle electronic excitation operatorsp̂,q̂, r̂
are defined asp̂5a1

†a12a2
†a2, q̂52 i (a1

†a22a2
†a1), and r̂

5a1
†a21a2

†a1. The operatorsŷ and p̂y obey the commuta-

FIG. 1. Schematic of the fluorescence depolarization of a mo-
lecular dimer. The circles at the two ends, shown shaded, indicate
optically active molecules which give rise to electronic excitation
upon the incidence of light. The circles that are unshaded, indicate
optically inert molecules. The angled arrows denote the two in-
duced dipole moments on each optically active molecule:m1, m2
are the dipole moments. The polarization vectorei is shown to be at
an anglef with one of the dipole moments,m1. The dark circles in
the middle show the variable number of inert molecules.
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tion relation [ŷ,p̂y]5 i and describe a harmonic oscillator of
frequencyv. Henceforth,\ is set equal to 1. Equation~3! is
a particular case of the general Hamiltonian studied in Refs.
1–13.

Our strategy consists in calculating from~3! three observ-
ables. The first is the time-resolvedf (t) given by ~1!. The
second is the steady-statef s

f s5
I i2I'

I i1I'

5
1

t E
0

`

dt e2t/t f ~ t !, ~4!

whereI i,' is the total number of photons collected in the
detector in the appropriate direction,

I i ,'5E
0

`

dt I i ,'~ t !, ~5!

t being the excitation lifetime. The third observable is the
angle-averaged̂f s&

^ f s&5
1

2p E
0

2p

f s~f!df. ~6!

A comparison of the exact quantum calculation~Refs. 14 and
15! with the consequences of the SCA and the DNLSE then
allows us to study in full detail the range of validity of these
approximations within the confines of the single-mode sys-

tem described by Eq.~3!. We carry out the analysis for zero
temperature for simplicity. Work involving finite temperature
extensions is under progress and will be the subject of a
future publication.

We assume that a frequency-selecting~narrow-band exci-
tation! technique is used in the experiment. This corresponds
to low-energy excitation of the composite system. The initial
site produced is thus taken to have amplitudes cosf and
sinf, respectively, of occupation of the two sites, the vibra-
tional component being a displaced oscillator~coherent!
state.

In Fig. 2, we plot the degree of polarizationf (t) against
the dimensionless timeVt computed exactly, and compare it
with the result calculated with the SCA and the DNLSE for
three representative values of the inclination: 0°, 15°, 30°.
The value of the nonlinearity parameterx[2g2v equals 6V.
In ~a! v50.1V, g55.47, whereas in~b! the parameters are
v510V, g50.547. In both~a! and~b!, as well as throughout
this paper, the solid line denotes the result computed exactly,
the dotted line is from the result calculated using the SCA
and the dashed line is computed using the DNLSE. The
agreement between the semiclassical result and the exact re-
sult is better in~a! than in ~b! and confirms the earlier
finding14 that the SCA improves in accuracy in the infinitely
massive oscillator limitv→0, g→`, g2v5const. The oscil-
lations of the semiclassical evolution around the ‘‘mean

FIG. 2. Comparison of the predictions for time-resolved fluorescence polarization from~i! the exact numerical analysis~solid line!, ~ii !
the semiclassical treatment~dotted line!, and~iii ! the DNLSE approximation~dashed line! for three values of the inclination,f50°,15°,30°.
Plotted is the degree of polarizationf as a function of the dimensionless timeVt, for two parameter sets:~a! v50.1V, g55.47,~b! v510V,
g50.547. For both sets,x56V. Note that in~a!, the three figures do not have the same scale for thef (t) coordinate.
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value’’ of the exact evolution should be noted. Furthermore,
in ~b!, when the phonon frequencyv becomes large com-
pared toV, the semiclassical result becomes closer to the
DNLSE result confirming the standard ‘‘slaving’’ argument22

that the DNLSE obtains from the SCA in the high frequency
regime. The effect of initial conditions represented by chang-
ing the inclination between the polarization of the incident
light and the molecular dipole moment is brought out clearly
in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. Whereas the semiclassical result
agrees on the average with the exact result in Fig. 2~a! for 0°,
the agreement can change considerably as one changes the
angle. For 0°, all the three approaches predict small ampli-
tude oscillations forf (t). For 30° on the other hand, the SCA
gives free evolution forf (t) whereas the exact predicts lo-
calized behavior. The extent of delocalization shown by the
exact result increases as one goes fromf50° to f530°.
This can be understood from the fact that the effective
quasiparticle-phonon coupling depends on the population
difference between the two sites and it reduces as one in-
creases the polarization angle fromf50°.17 It is thus impor-
tant to note that the effective coupling depends not only on
the system parameterg but also on the orientation angle. The
fluorescence depolarization experimental technique can
change the effective value of the coupling by altering an
experimental parameter but without modifying the system
parameter.

In Fig. 2~b!, for 0°, the agreement between the SCA and
the exact result is poor, but getsbetter for 15°. This is in
contrast to the tendency in Fig. 2~a!. Thus, even the question
of validity of the SCA is dependent on the initial angle. Here
we see the importance of studying the validity question in
the context of specific experimental observables.

Figure 3 shows the degree of polarizationf (t) plotted
againstVt ~as in Fig. 2! using the parameters used in Fig.
2~a! for the inclinationf taking the values~a! 45° and~b!
135°. When the anglef takes one of the values 45° and
135°, the semiclassical and the DNLSE systems are initially

placed in a stationary state. For the fully quantum system,
however, the vibrational component determines whether the
initial state is a stationary state or not. Thef (t) computed
using SCA and the DNLSE remains at its initial value of 1,
whereas the exactf (t) exhibits changes in time.

The study of the steady-state fluorescencef s is based on
the expression in Eq.~4!. Figure 4 shows a comparison be-
tween f s computed exactly, from the SCA, and from the
DNLSE for the parameter valuesx56V andVt50.5 in ~a!
andVt5300 in ~b!. The caseVt50.5 represents short-time
probing of the dynamics whereasVt5300 represents the
long-time counterpart. The former case is didactic and makes
contact with an earlier DNLSE analysis19 whereas the latter
is realistic for many molecular systems:V is of the order of
1 cm21 andt is of the order of 1028 s. The top figures in~a!
and~b! refer tov50.1V, the middle figures tov5V, and the
bottom figures tov510V. In Fig. 4~a!, for v50.1V, the
agreement between the semiclassical result and the exact re-
sult is extremely good whereas the DNLSE result stands
apart from the two. The agreement between the SCA and the
exact result worsens for larger values ofv, but that between
the SCA and the DNLSE improves. The exact result exhibits
smooth oscillations. This behavior, which is similar to that of
a system with no quasiparticle-phonon coupling, is natural
since the coupling constantg is fairly small. It is important
to note that the signature of self-trapping, viz., the existence
of the two smooth peaks symmetrically placed on either side
of f5135° is shown by the exact result as well as the two
approximations forv50.1V. In contrast note that, for
v510V, sinceg is so small, the exact evolution no longer
exhibits self-trapping and consequently no peaks are ob-
served on either side off5135°. As stated earlier,19 the twin
peaks and the ‘‘pinning behavior’’ near 135° signify the ex-
istence of self-trapped ‘‘stationary states.’’ The primary fea-
ture of Fig. 4~a! is thus the existence of self-trapped states for
small v shown by the exact evolution and their disappear-
ance for large values ofv. The good agreement between the
SCA and the exact result forv50.1V is on account of two
factors. First, for times short compared to the tunneling time
of the quasiparticle, for small values ofv and large values of
g, the semiclassical evolution agrees at least in the average
sense with the exact evolution. Secondly, the major discrep-
ancy between the predictions of the semiclassical approxima-
tion and the exact evolution really lies in the inability of the
semiclassical approximation to predict quasiparticle tunnel-
ing. However, owing to the fact that the excitation lifetimet
has been taken to be much shorter than the tunneling time
~t51/2V whereas the tunneling time is many orders of mag-
nitude larger!, only short-time dynamics are of relevance.
The importance of long time dynamics is demonstrated
clearly in ~b!, whereVt5300. There one can see easily that,
even for v50.1V ~the ‘‘massive oscillator’’ regime!, the
agreement between the SCA and the exact result is rather
poor and worsens further with increase inv. The agreement
between the SCA and the DNLSE results forv510V is ob-
tained forVt5300 also.

It is important to note here that the general semiclassical
system has been known to exhibit chaotic behavior23,24 for
certain parameter regimes. We have explored the parameter
space and found that Figs. 2 and 3 lie in ‘‘regular islands’’ of
the system. On the other hand, when one discusses the re-

FIG. 3. Comparison of the predictions for time-resolved fluores-
cence polarization from~i! the exact numerical analysis~solid line!,
~ii ! the semiclassical treatment~dotted line!, and ~iii ! the DNLSE
approximation~dashed line! for ~a! f545° and~b! f5135°. The
sharp difference between~i! on the one hand and~ii !, ~iii ! on the
other stems from the placement of the system in a stationary state in
the semiclassical and DNLSE cases but not in the exact quantum
mechanical case.
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sults in Fig. 4~b! one traverses various angles and some of
those regions do lie in chaotic regimes. This is evident from
the irregular behavior off s for v5V and v510V. What
emerges from Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! is the following: ‘‘irregu-
lar’’ behavior is apparent only from long-time characteristics
of the evolution and generally observed for intermediate and
high phonon frequencies. There are islands of regular behav-
ior as evidenced by the smooth regions in the behavior off s
amidst irregular regions. The smooth regions tend to coin-
cide with the behavior off s computed from the DNLSE. We
emphasize that regular regions correspond to the lower en-
ergy part of the spectrum of the system. The spectrum and
dynamics are considerably more complicated at higher ener-
gies.

One notices from Fig. 4 that the DNLSE and the exact
results show similar behavior forf s when plotted against the
polarization anglef especially in the strong-coupling~small
v, finite x! limit. Many features of the DNLSE system can
be understood in terms of a linear nondegenerate dimer8,9

whose on-site energies are proportional to the initial popula-
tion differencep0. For such alinear representative dimer
system, we find

f ~ t !5
~Dp02Vr0!

2

D21V2 1
~p0V1Dr 0!

2

D21V2 cos~2AD21V2t !,

~7!

where 2D, the energy difference between the two sites, is
given by 2c0p0V, c0 being a dimensionless constant indicat-
ing the strength of the disorder in the linear system. The
corresponding expression for the steady-statef s is given by

f s5
~c0cos

22f2sin22f!2

11c0
2cos22f

1
cos22f~11c0sin2f!2

~11c0
2cos22f!@114V2t2~11c0

2cos22f!#
. ~8!

Figure 5 shows a comparison between the exact result, the
DNLSE result and the result obtained from the representative
nondegenerate linear dimer model. The parameters for the
exact and the DNLSE results arev50.1V, g53, x56V,
whereas those for the linear dimer arec053. Figure 4~a! is
shown withVt50.5 and 4~b! with Vt5300. The DNLSE
system and the fully quantum system~particularly for small
Vt! are well represented by the linear nondegenerate system.
The essential features of the DNLSE system, viz., the sta-
tionary state atf545°, the splitting of the ‘‘metastable sta-
tionary state’’ atf5135° to give a self-trapped state, and a
sharp difference between the behavior in the region
0°<f<90° and the region 90°<f<180°, are all captured by
the representative linear system. We find that the fluores-

FIG. 4. Comparison of the steady-state fluorescence polarization,f s computed numerically exactly~solid line!, semiclassically~dotted
line! and using the DNLSE~dashed line!. Shown is thef s plotted as a function of the orientation anglef, for ~a! Vt50.5 and~b! Vt5300.
x56V in both cases. The top figure refers tov50.1V, the middle tov5V, and the bottom tov510V.
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cence depolarization observable in the linear dimer with ad-
justable nondegeneracy,c0cos2f displays a sharp transition
at c051 in complete analogy with the self-trapping transition
of the DNLSE system atx52V.

The experimental observation of the angle dependence of
f s as shown in Figs. 4 and 5 necessitate the construction of
appropriate dimers with definite orientation. Preparation of
systems with fixed orientation is difficult in general. Ordi-
narily encountered stick-dimer systems are solutions in
which all orientations are realized. Thus it is often more
meaningful to analyze the behavior of steady-state fluores-
cence averaged over the different orientations or polarization
angle defined by Eq.~6!. The results for the angle-averaged
quantity ^ f s& are presented graphically in Fig. 6. Since we
have shown in Fig. 4 that the semiclassical system exhibits
chaos in various parameter regimes, we will display^ f s&
only for the exact and the DNLSE systems. Corresponding
graphs and discussion pertaining to the SCA can be found in
Ref. 25. Figure 6~a! shows^ f s& plotted against the coupling
constantg for three values ofv: 0.1V,V,10V and Fig. 6~b!
showŝ f s& displayed versusv in units ofV for two values of
g: 0.5, 3. In both cases,Vt5300. Two features are of note in
~a!. The first is the dip shown by the exact result followed by
an abrupt crossover for all three values ofv/V. The cross-
over marks the value ofg for which the exact dynamics

shows localization on time scales of the order of 300/V. The
second is the emergence of the static transition shown by the
DNLSE atx52V discussed earlier in Refs. 6 and 19: note
that the DNLSE stays flat for initial values ofg and then
rises abruptly. The point at which it rises marksg2v5V. It is
interesting to note that for large values ofv/V, the exact and
approximate solutions approach each other wheng is large.
Since the SCA and the DNLSE are very close in general for
large v/V, this tendency of the exact and the DNLSE to
show similar behavior in this regime for largeg reflects the
regimes of the validity of the SCA.14

The top figure in Fig. 6~b! again displays clearly the
DNLSE transition atx'2V. The DNLSE result for̂ f s& is
characterized by a peak at a critical value ofx/V before
approaching a value of 0.5 for largex/V. It is simple to show
that this feature is also exhibited by the linear nondegenerate
dimer with site energies proportional to the initial population
difference. In particular, for large values ofVt, the peak
value occurs atc05A2(11&). Since the peak occurs in the
DNLSE for equivalently larger values ofx/V, this implies
that the peak of the DNLSÊf s& occurs forx/4V.1 for
largeVt.

In summary, the chief outcomes of our investigation of
the validity of the SCA and the DNLSE in the specific con-
text of fluorescence depolarization are~i! the SCA improves
in validity in the massive oscillator limitv→0, g→`,
g2v5const.,~ii ! the SCA tends to the DNLSE in thev@V
limit and to the exact evolution in thev!V limit ~this is
clear from thet dependence of the fluorescence signal, the
angular dependence of the steady state signal, and theg, v,
andV dependences of the angle-averaged steady-state signal,
and is consistent with the massive oscillator limit idea on the
one hand and the slaving assumption on the other!, ~iii ! ini-
tial conditions have, as expected, a profound effect on the
evolution of the system and in particular the degree of polar-
ization f . Varying the angle of inclination works in lieu of
varying g2v because it changes the ‘‘effective’’ strength of
the coupling.17 So varying the angle changes the validity of
the SCA drastically. Departures from 0° and 90° worsen the
agreement. We find that the frequency-resolved absorption of
light places the system initially in a stationary state of the
dimeronly for the SCA and the DNLSE but not for the exact
evolution. The exactf is time dependent.

For realistic~i.e., large! values oft, agreement between
the exact result and the SCA in the massive oscillator limit
becomes worse, the reason being that the steady-state fluo-
rescence picks up long time contributions and at long times
~quite apart from quasiparticle tunneling!, the evolutions
given by the exact approach and the SCA differ significantly.
^ f s&, the angle averaged steady-state signal showsexpected
results forVt50.5 but the exact result shows a crossover for
Vt5300. The DNLSE result is found to be independent of
x/V until an abrupt transition occurs at a value ofx/V which
is approximately 2. Most of the key features of the DNLSE
result, including the angle dependence off s , and thex de-
pendence of̂f s& can be understood in terms of a linear non-
degenerate dimer whose site energies depend on the initial
population difference between the two sites.

The initial condition assumed throughout the present
study corresponds to a frequency-resolved excitation. Such a
situation presupposes a very long duration of the exciting

FIG. 5. Comparison of the steady-state fluorescence polariza-
tion, f s computed numerically exactly~solid line!, using the
DNLSE ~dashed line!, and the linear nondegenerate model~dotted
line! ~see text!. Shown is thef s plotted as a function of the orien-
tation anglef, for ~a! Vt50.5 and~b! Vt5300. The exact results
and the DNLSE are computed withv50.1V, x56V whereas the
linear result is calculated withc053.
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pulse. Therefore Figs. 2 and 3 should be considered as pri-
marily serving an illustrative purpose. By contrast, Figs.
4–6, which involve steady-state processes, are realistic. In a
forthcoming publication, we will report results for broadband
excitation which can be accomplished with pulses of very
short duration and which allow fine-scale time resolution.
The work reported in the present paper extends our earlier
study of the validity of the semiclassical nonlinear equations
by including initial condition effects which enter naturally
through the variation of the angle of polarization. Work that

we have carried out, to be reported in the near future, is an
extension in this direction through the study of initial condi-
tion in the vibrational space.
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was performed under the auspices of the U.S. DOE. One of
us ~S.R.! thanks support from the Center for Advanced Stud-
ies and the Albuquerque Resource Center for computational
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FIG. 6. Comparison of the
steady-state fluorescence averaged
over orientations calculated nu-
merically exactly~solid line! and
using the DNLSE~dashed line!.
Plotted in~a! is ^ f s& againstg for
v50.1V,V,10V and in ~b! is ^ f s&
against v in units of V for
g50.5,3.Vt5300 in both cases.
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